STAFF ANALYSIS
Date: January 28, 2019
To:
Planning Board
From: Trey Akers, Senior Planner
Re:
Mayes Hall Master Plan, Neighborhood Edge Planning Area
_____________________________________________________________________________________

1. INTRODUCTION
APPLICANT INFO
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Owners:
Developer:
Project Team:
Location:
Planning Area(s):
Area:

Gina Mayes Harris, Dawn Sanderson, Narrow Passage Holdings LLC
The Bayard Group (Ken Holbrooks)
ColeJenest & Stone (Colin Jenest)
13297, 13415 Mayes Road (Parcel IDs: 00716286, 00716206, 00716207)
Neighborhood Edge
23.89 acres

REQUEST
The applicant proposes the development of a residential subdivision consisting of 68 units of singlefamily detached housing on approximately 24 acres. The master plan includes required open space,
park, and greenway features along with street infrastructure. The applicant intends to meet all
applicable requirements as part of the Master Plan process identified in Davidson Planning Ordinance
(DPO) Section 14.6.

2. PLANNING STAFF REVIEW
BACKGROUND
The total master plan area consists of three parcels, with one parcel fronting Mayes Road for the
entirety of its southern boundary (13297 Mayes Road/PID 00716206 a.k.a. the “Blount” property). This
10.5-acre parcel is currently farmed and largely treeless, though significant stands of trees line its
northern and eastern boarders. The other two parcels likewise connect to Mayes Road but for very short
lengths: One is a small strip of land on the Blount property’s west/northwest boundaries (PID
00716286, owned by Narrow Passage Holdings Inc., NPH); and, the other is a 13-acre wooded parcel to
the Blount property’s north (PID 00716207, a.k.a. the “Sanderson” property). Together, these parcels
comprise the proposed 24-acre residential master plan.
Various parties have explored a number of residential concepts on the Blount and NPH sites for the past
few years. Together, these two parcels total about 11 acres. For various reasons including the siting of
street connections along Mayes Rd. (an NCDOT facility) and various Davidson Planning Ordinance
criteria, none of these plans materialized. The current project team became involved in 2017 and
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worked through various plans on these sites, encountering similar constraints. In January 2018 a plan
was submitted that included the Sanderson property, which had not been in consideration up to that
point. The inclusion of this parcel allowed greater flexibility in site design/infrastructure and enabled the
project team to address the previous constraints to a greater extent.
The resulting plan proposes 68 units on 24 acres and includes a variety of open space/park areas, a
greenway, and required infrastructure related to streets, stormwater, etcetera. The following sections
offer greater detail concerning specific plan features and how they do/do not meet Davidson Planning
Ordinance requirements.

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
CONTEXT
The proposed residential subdivision is in keeping with the predominant area land use – single-family
detached housing. The area features a mix of housing arrangements involving both master-planned and
existing, non-master planned residences, including:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Large-lot homes that do not front roads on parcels ranging from 5-10 acres (and many in excess
of 10 acres);
Large-lot homes that do front roads on parcels about 2 acres in size;
Large-lot homes that are part of master-planned subdivisions (i.e. The Woodlands); and
Smaller-lot homes that are part of master-planned subdivisions (i.e. Bailey’s Glen/Forest).

On the larger, non-master planned parcels there is a mix of residential-only parcels and parcels that
contain residences as well as primary or ancillary uses like equestrian or agricultural enterprises. Overall,
the area seems to be in an extended transition period from larger lot/parcel residences to large/small
lot residential subdivisions as long-time landowners sell their land, which is then subdivided into further
residential lots via deed and master planning. However, the area’s enduring land use pattern continues
to be residential.
In maintaining a significant open space fronted by single-family homes along Mayes Road, the proposal
acknowledges the range of existing development patterns: Across Mayes Rd. to the south sit large lot
residences with deep setbacks; to the east lies The Woodlands, which likewise reserved open space
along the entirety of its Mayes Rd. frontage. In this manner, the proposed master plan strikes a balance
by incorporating characteristics of existing master-planned and non-master planned residential lots.
Similarly, the proposal is subject to the Neighborhood Edge Planning Area standards and is consistent
with the description laid out in DPO 2.2.11.A: As a transition area consisting primarily of low-density
residential uses.
HOUSING
Concerning the proposed building types: The proposed plan meets both the permitted building types
and setbacks specified in the ordinance (DPO Tables 2-41, 2-42). With the implementation of the Rural
Area Plan the master plan reflects a greater diversity of lot sizes and building types now required in the
Neighborhood Edge Planning Area. Specifically, the plan contains three different lot sizes distributed
throughout the development, some of which are served by alleys (enabling more homes to front on
designated open spaces). And, with four sets of duplexes anchoring key corners throughout the
development, the plan meets the requirement that at least ten percent of the units be single-family
detached duplexes or attached houses (DPO 2.2.11.C). Lastly, the proposal does not include affordable
housing; the applicant intends to satisfy DPO 5.2 Affordable Housing/Covered Development Projects by
making a payment-in-lieu for eight units ($212,400).
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STREETS/CONNECTIVITY/TRANSPORTATION IMPACT ANALYSIS
The proposed street network contains two street types: Neighborhood General and Neighborhood Yield
(DPO 6.7). In this proposal the General streets contain formalized planting strips, sidewalks, and onstreet parking. The Yield streets feature the same elements though the parking is informal. Previous
plans included a cul-de-sac on the site’s eastern side to extend the street network; however, due to the
challenging topography this feature has been removed. The site’s overall connectivity remains strong
and unaffected by this deletion.
The inclusion of the Sanderson property in January 2018 greatly increased the plan’s ability to fulfill
numerous DPO street connectivity, block structure, and pedestrian linkage requirements. The result is a
network that gives all street users options, with different on- and off-street travel ways and access
points for users of varying abilities. The current plan reflects the required street connections where
possible based on topography, including to the southeastern and northeastern corners of the Goduti
property (DPO 6.5.1). The northeastern connection will provide a direct connection while the
southeastern connection will be provided as an easement; based on the proximate location of the
existing house and topography, it is not desirable nor necessary to feature that connection now but only
in the event the Goduti property develops as a master plan.
A transportation impact analysis (TIA) was conducted in the fall of 2018 by Stantec, a third-party firm
retained as part of the Town’s TIA program. Traffic counts were collected in September and an analysis
of these counts and the vehicular movements was performed in October. In sum, the report found that
the proposed development would not have a significant impact on the surrounding vehicular or multimodal street network. Specifically, none of the intersections/approaches to intersections were found to
have a reduced ranking in terms of level of service (i.e. an intersection performing as an “A” today would
still perform as an “A” if the development was built). In fact, the results show that nearly 80 percent of
the data points currently operate and would continue to operate at level of service B or better. And
more than half (54 percent) of the total data points would operate at a level of service A – less than 10
seconds of average vehicular delay – if the project is constructed as proposed. The analysis also
recommends completion of the greenway network through the site as required in adopted plans
(Davidson Walks & Rolls Plan, Route Network Map).
Finally, parking will be handled both on-site (i.e. via driveways on lots) and, for visitors, via on-street
parking. Parking will not be permitted in alleys, as specified by the Police/Fire and Public Works
Departments. Public safety staff also requested the addressing of properties in alleyways to aid in the
timeliness of response calls; this detail will be reflected in a note on the plan.
OPEN SPACE/GREENWAYS/TREE PRESERVATION
One of the plan’s attributes is the integration of a variety of open space areas throughout the proposal.
In particular, the proposal features three distinct open space/park types: Undisturbed open space; park;
and, greenway (DPO 7.4.1, 7.5.1). A network of ordinance-required sidewalks and pedestrian linkages
connect these elements. Notably, the plan illustrates a greenway running along the entire Mayes Rd.
frontage – as shown in the Walks & Rolls Plan Figure 4.1. Additionally, about half of the lots front one of
these designated open spaces and even more are adjacent to open space.
The current plan version elects to preserve the existing stream and buffer area running north-south
along the site’s eastern boundary, completely removing the close and/or cul-de-sac from this area. This
is a welcome revision from previous plans, though this move has resulted in a few tradeoffs that need to
be carefully considered:
▪

The revised plan creates the opportunity for significantly more open space along in its eastern
area, perhaps with the opportunity to tie into and strengthen the existing open space
maintained by the adjacent Woodlands development along their southwestern boundary;
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▪

▪

The public park on the Sanderson parcel has been eliminated and replaced by a mix of
residential lots (the park had served as an important organizing element/focal point for the plan,
though the increase in open space on the eastern boundary may afford for a larger, contiguous
open space to be created);
And, the number of retaining walls need to accomplished the revised plan’s layout appears to
have been reduced compared to the previous plan. The scale of these features – and their
facilitation or hindrance of public access to open space areas – will need to be closely evaluated
through the technical review process.

It should be noted that Meck. County staff indicated that the revised plan addresses all of the comments
previously related to the development, which centered on the elimination of the stream buffer.
In terms of open space criteria, the plan illustrates the provision of the 45% required in the
Neighborhood Edge Planning Area (i.e. 10.75 acres). Meeting this requirement is contingent on a few
factors that have been confirmed:
▪
▪
▪

The emergency vehicle turnaround in the westernmost alley must be designed as a landscaped
entrance linking the proposed pedestrian linkage and open space trail;
Only pedestrian linkages connecting directly to open space may be considered eligible to count
as open space;
The required connection to the Goduti property’s southeast corner – regardless of whether it is
an actual street or a future street/easement area – must be removed from the open space
calculations.

The master plan also contains information based on an environmental inventory (EI) conducted. The EI
included a survey of the site area’s hundreds of trees, many stands of which were found to be
comprised of mature trees – with several significant trees/stands identified (for this exercise, trees in
excess of 20 inches diameter breast height). A total of 828 trees of 12 inches or greater diameter breast
height were identified. Document pages MP-01 and MP-06 detail the mature trees and identify the
significant trees intended for preservation. Correspondence from the project team indicates that the
proposal meets DPO 9.3.2 by preserving at least 20% of the mature tree canopy (165 trees). This
criterion will continue to be monitored and enforced based on any alterations to the plan. One tradeoff,
in particular, that will need to be carefully considered is the connection of the multi-use path through
the site’s southeastern corner – which may mean either the loss of lots or trees in order to fulfill the
Davidson Planning Ordinance connectivity requirements.

3. PUBLIC PLANS & POLICIES
Below is a list of town-adopted documents and a brief summary of each’s applicability to the proposed
master plan:
▪ The General Principles for Planning in Davidson (2015) include tenets to guide development in
Davidson. Principles relevant to this proposed development are listed below. They can be
summarized as: Residential development should include a variety of housing and transportation
options integrated with thoughtful open space preservation.
1. We must preserve Davidson’s character and sense of community.
• Compact developments with community open space
• A street, sidewalk, and greenway network that knits the community together
• Neighborhoods welcoming to all citizens
• Neighborhoods as integral parts of town
3. We must encourage alternative means of active transportation.
• New greenway, bike, and sidewalk connections to existing developments
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5. We must create an environment that fosters diversity. To encourage diversity of all
economic levels, all races and ethnic groups, all ages, and all physical and mental abilities we
will:
• Provide a mixture of housing types and prices in every neighborhood
▪ The Davidson Comprehensive Plan (2010) characterizes the project site and surrounding area as a
“Smart Suburban” context, describing these areas as “…transition areas between the more intense
growth targets and existing low-intensity neighborhoods or protected open space. Residential
development, public services and civic uses (such as churches and schools) and additional
neighborhood-support centers are ideally located within” these areas.
▪ The Town of Davidson Water/Sewer Policy (2018) requires a determination by Charlotte Water
regarding their ability to serve a site as well as whether a development proposal constitutes an
extension (i.e. construction of a non-existing line) or connection (i.e. tapping into an existing line).
Charlotte Water determined this project would be considered an extension; the Davidson Board of
Commissioners approved this project’s extension at their 8/28 meeting.

4. PUBLIC INPUT SESSIONS
The developer, The Bayard Group, hosted two public input sessions – on December 13, 2018 and
another on January 16, 2019. The purpose of the meetings was to review the master plan, including
changes since the first public input session, and solicit feedback. About 13 persons attended the first
session and 7 attended the second session; most attendees were residents of the adjacent Woodlands
development or area residents along Mayes Road (several of which live in neighboring jurisdictions).
Reports of each public input session are available on the project website. The feedback received can be
summarized as:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Housing: Attendees asked about the style of homes being built and their consistency with
existing, adjacent development.
Timing: Attendees asked to know the general timing of the development and whether it
would be phased.
Connectivity: Attendees asked about vehicular and non-vehicular connections to adjacent
properties, including trails within the open space network.
Environmental: Attendees asked about potential flooding during and after construction
based on the site’s elevation and components such as curb + gutter and a BMP.

Responses to these and other items are included in the aforementioned reports. The revised plan aims
to incorporate each set of comments while meeting the ordinance (and county) requirements for
housing, transportation, open space, and site design (i.e. environmental).

5. OUTSTANDING ISSUES
Below is a list of items that require further clarification/resolution prior to the plan’s approval. Several of
these have been noted previously in the Planning Staff Review section above. They are consolidated
here to provide a single location for the identified issues.
▪

Open Space Amount/Character/Connectivity: Though the revised plan increases the overall
open space, the final open space amount and character must be clarified pending the resolution
of the factors listed earlier in this report. Specifically: The final amount of open space must
meet the minimum 45% threshold; a more definitive vision for the public park provided; spaces
must be linked together to a greater extent (including greenway connectivity requirements);
and, spaces must be publicly-accessible.
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▪
▪

Retaining Walls: The extent and scale of retaining walls must be clarified, particularly in/around
publicly-accessible open space areas and parks.
Mid-Block Crossings: The current plan now addresses what had been an outstanding item –
non-aligned crossings on the Sanderson parcel and a crossing connecting only to an alley on the
Mayes parcel. These issues have been addressed by aligning and removing the crossings, where
appropriate, resulting in more coherent connectivity.

6. FYI OR REQUIRED ACTION
This analysis was produced for the Planning Board’s review and comment on the proposed plan. At their
January 28, 2019 meeting the Planning Board will review the proposal and provide a set of comments
for consideration prior to plan’s approval (DPO 14.6.4).

7. HISTORY/NEXT STEPS
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Board of Commissioners Water/Sewer Connection Request: August 2018 [Complete]
Planning Board FYI Presentation: August, November 2018 [Complete]
Transportation Impact Analysis: September - November 2018 [Complete]
Master Plan Schematic Design Submittal: November 2018 [Complete]
Public Input Session: December 2018 [Complete]
Public Input Session #2: January 2019 [Complete]
Planning Board Review & Comment: January 2019
Final Master Plan Submittal for Review/Approval: February/March 2019
Preliminary Plat (i.e. Construction Documents): TBD

8. ATTACHMENTS & RESOURCES
ATTACHMENTS
▪

Mayes Hall Site Plan

RESOURCES
▪

Master Plan Schematic Design (i.e. Master Plan), Application, & Statement of Intent:
http://www.townofdavidson.org/1164/Mayes-Hall (see “Documents” tab).

▪

Davidson Planning Ordinance (2015): http://www.ci.davidson.nc.us/DocumentCenter/View/8499

▪

Comprehensive Plan (2010): http://www.townofdavidson.org/340/Davidson-ComprehensivePlan
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NEIGHBORHOOD GENERAL
TRAIL NOTE:
TRAIL LOCATIONS ARE APPROXIMATE.
FINAL LOCATIONS TO BE DETERMINED
DURING PRELIMINARY PLAT PROCESS.
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